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The 80s kids: A story of collaboration as disruption  

 

“Every generation must recognize and embrace the task it is peculiarly designed by 
history and by providence to perform.”  

― Chinua Achebe 

In 1991 the South African schooling system desegregated and historically white schools opened 
up like, we imagined, the gates of heaven, and a flood of children carried their parents’ hopes 
and dreams through these gates. Their brown bodies occupying, moving in and growing in 
these schools served, at the time, as a tangible indicator of how well South Africa as a society 
was faring in terms of nurturing reconciliation and acknowledging diversity amongst youth of 
different racial and cultural backgrounds. It felt like a victory to have the kind of history this 
country had and for us to still be able to not just access this space, but succeed in it, even if we 
had to be “twice as good” to do so. The first black students in these schools seemed to live up 
to their place in history, populating the school awards ceremonies and notice boards with black, 
African names for the first time in their histories. Breaking the barriers as the first black head 
prefects, first black team sports captains, chairpersons of committees, valedictorians… As this 
cohort passed through each primary school, high school and university their presence imparted 
the knowledge to the black children that came after, and their parents, that it was indeed 
possible to thrive in a space you had previously been deemed unworthy of. It felt as though we 
had won.  The passing of time is now questioning this victory… and for those of us who were 
amongst those first guinea pig black bodies to experience a desegregated school system, and 
by implication a desegregated South Africa, from an early age this raises the uncomfortable 
question… 

Was ours a hollow victory? Was it a victory at all, or were we complicit in allowing a status quo 
where white enclaves remained untouched and intact? 

The student led Fallist movement has starkly highlighted how our institutions, not just those of 
education, continue to oppress the black body in profoundly violent ways 25 years after that first 
flood was unleashed on historically white spaces. What then does this mean for those of us who 
came before and believed that the presence of our bodies in these spaces was a conquering? 
What does it mean that some of us are canonised on the very same walls that suffocated not 
just us, but those who came after and were meant to be Born Free? 

I sought out a number of the cohort that came just before the 90s cohort and interviewed them 
to get a sense of how they experienced, and survived in, historically white schools. The 
interviewees were made up of professionals who were born in the mid to late 80s, so most are 
in their late 20s and early 30s. They come from various socio-economic backgrounds. All the 



interviewees went to a historically white school from a very early age, the majority within the 
public schooling system and they all self-identify as black. 

Based on this research I will argue that the cohort before the so called “Born Frees responded 
to historically white spaces by collaborating with them, as opposed to directly challenging the 
inherent violence of placing black bodies in a white space. However, this response should not 
be read as a “selling out” or betrayal. I will go as far as to suggest that in fact, their collaboration 
was itself a type of disruption. 

With the benefit of hindsight it seems that the 80s cohort had the choice to reject the unbending 
whiteness of these spaces easily and completely. The assumption then is that my cohort could 
have done what the Fallists have done. We chose differently, some might say, with a hint of 
criticism in tone. However, the circumstances and context under which we were given this 
choice meant that it was hardly a choice at all.  

And so the heart of my research was – is – to explore the complexity of the 80s generation 
which is sometimes glossed over in the minutiae of public discourse centred onthe Fallist 
generation.  

In The Sublime Object of Ideology, Slavoj Žižek says: 

“In the subject’s relationship to the community to which he belongs, there is always such a 
paradoxical point of choixforcé-(forced choice) – at this point, the community is saying to the 
subject: you have freedom to choose, but on condition that you choose the right thing … If you 
make the wrong choice you lose freedom of choice itself … The situation of the forced choice 
consists in the fact that the subject must freely choose the community to which he belongs, 
independent of his choice – he must choose what is already given to him.” 

A forced choice is one that is given to you, and therefore by its very nature is not choice at all. 

Many of the very first black children to access education in historically white schools from an 
early age were born in 1980s South Africa. A South Africa where it had become clear that 
Apartheid was an unsustainable assault on human rights and the regime which had thus far 
successfully sought to institutionalise racism was finally crumbling. The decade from 1980 to 
1990 was marked by an escalation in the armed struggle inside the country. This was the period 
in our history where we started seeing cracks in the edifice of the National Party regime 
accompanied and aided by the birth of the United Democratic Front (UDF) and later the Mass 
Democratic Movement, which served as mass informal coalitions of anti-apartheid groups. The 
1980s saw a rise in direct action from township activists and communities rejecting Community 
Councils, and other Apartheid governance structures, in favour of new popular institutions such 
as street committees. This led to increasing tensions between the Apartheid government and, 
not only liberation fighters but, ordinary citizens united as a large significant constituency that 
waged a sustained and determined struggle against the system. It was a time of increased and 
ruthless state repression because the insurrections that characterised the 1980s presented the 
most critical challenge to white minority rule in this country. But also because of this challenge, 
a challenge that it was clear the Apartheid regime could not withstand, the smell of change 
wafted in the air like the siren call of KFC in an unfamiliar neighbourhood. No one knew how far 
away freedom was, but it felt as though it were finally on the horizon.  



And so the children born during this time matured in a South Africa alive with a tentative, but 
tangible, hope of a real possibility of freedom and democracy for the country’s oppressed 
majority.   

As a result, many black children born in the 80s became some of the first in their families to 
freely access formerly white spaces and grow up in great proximity to whiteness. The 80s kids, 
essentially became the bridge between the struggle for freedom and equality, and democracy 
made manifest. 

I conducted unstructured conversational interviews described by Gall, Gall and Borg (2003) as 
relying  

“entirely on the spontaneous generation of questions in a natural interaction …” with 14 people 
born in the 1980s. 

This interview method allowed me to travel in time and memory back to those first days of 
desegregation, into democracy and to the present day, paying close attention to the story of 
each respondent and through this journeying into their experience. 

Why narrative? Because it is necessary for the creation of historical memory and understanding. 
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie put it quite aptly in her Ted Talk titled the “The danger of a single 
story” where she discusses the power of stories and narrative… 

 “Stories matter. Many stories matter. Stories have been used to dispossess and to malign, but 
stories can also be used to empower and to humanize. Stories can break the dignity of a 
people, but stories can also repair that broken dignity.” 

And so my methodology drew heavily on narrative inquiry as a theoretical framework, focusing 
on autobiographical experiences and conversations. I was heavily influenced by texts from 
writers such as Michael Connelly and Jean Clandinin who argue for the use of narrative inquiry 
writing, 

“People shape their daily lives by stories of who they and others are and as they interpret their 
past in terms of these stories. Story…is a portal through which their experience of the world 
enters the world and by which their experience of the world is interpreted and made personally 
meaningful...” (Connelly & Clandinin, 2006,) 

This evening I am hoping to tell a part of the complex and, I believe, beautiful South African 
story. Not just in my voice, but in voices and personal narratives of 15 people who were born in 
the 1980s and went on to attend historically white schools, most from as early as 7 years old. 

Our conversations led me to some intriguing stories that form a rich tapestry engulfing the 
tension between memory and history, current lived experience and recollection. I think that it is 
important whilst exploring these narratives, to locate them in their correct time and context, to 
remember that when this cohort first entered historically white schools we were not yet a 
democracy, South Africa was a country very close to the furnace. In fact, I would go as far as to 
say this country was Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego of that time - in the fire, burning and 
yet refusing to die. 

And then tentative and sweet democracy came soon after and brought with it a new vocabulary 
to describe the social order. This vocabulary deliberately spoke of nationhood, unity, racial 
harmony, healing and reconciliation in an attempt to give us a new language in which to see 



ourselves and one another. This pursuit of new language-ing rendered the real, often violent, 
consequences of race invisible. In the Mandela era, there was not always sharp national debate 
on how race had influenced past human rights violations. And whilst there was recognition that 
race continues to shape identity and interactions – violent or not – within the present, the 
national project at the time was to imagine and live a different kind of reality. 

This then is the context in which little brown bodies were sent into white spaces – hopeful, 
grateful, unassuming, oblivious…. {play audio of a collage of respondents voices describing 
being “Oblivious to race” when first entering formerly white school/ I didn’t really know” what 
being black in that space meant.} 

Neo Khanyile, 28, financial journalist St. Henry's Marist Brothers College onto Rhodes university 

“I knew that I was black, I mean that’s obvious, but I didn’t realise that it meant more than just I 
am brown and James is… pinkish. I was completely oblivious to the racial undercurrents around 
me, I didn’t see it at all its quite strange. Also for a long time, even when I started feeling 
discomfort about certain things, I still didn’t want to see it. You know what they say about 
ignorance and bliss; I was having a good experience. There wasn’t any overt racism and 
becoming conscious would upend my life. I was happy being oblivious.” 

Matt Nkanyiso Nkosi 29, Sales executive 

I… We were children. So young when we went into these schools… of course we didn’t see 
race. Children do not see it and I don’t think my parents could have ever prepared me for the 
situation I was going to find there… There was no way for them to know. 

Zukiswa Zimela 29, digital content producer, Ports Shepstone Jnr and Snr Primary onto Rhodes 
University. 

“I was completely unaware, for the longest time. I mean my parents, I, am literally from ezilalini 
in Bizana… my parents sent me to boarding school at a very young age because they wanted 
me to get the best education they could afford, so starting so young that space was all that I 
knew. Also being from the farms I was sort of aware that I am around city kids, but that is really 
the only major difference I was concerned with. And my mother made it worse, she was very 
concerned about things like making sure we could swim, so that we don’t get to these schools 
and be left out because there isn’t a pool at home. And also insuring we had the right sports kit 
or whatever. As a result, I spent some holidays at swimming lessons far from home.”  

Keitumetsi Maake, 28, admitted attorney, Sandown High school to Rhodes and Polokwane 
universities 

I didn’t have a word for race, I didn’t know how much of an effect it would have on my life. I just 
remember wishing I had silky hair and blue eyes like my Barbie. Can you imagine that? 
Learning subliminally at a young age that you are not good enough, and not being aware of how 
damaging that is? 

Nqobile Ndlovu, 31, Sports Copywriter, Wendywood High School onto Wits University 

I went to pre-primary school in Zimbabwe where race isn’t such a huge thing, when we moved 
to South Africa for my primary school that was the first time I remember even seeing a white 
person. And the area we moved to, when we arrived it was just after some AWB fighters had 
been driving through the area on a shooting spree. So the adults were talking about it, about 



how white people were bad, but my experience at school wasn’t like that. Well, I didn’t see or 
experience it as racist even though I was hearing the adults. I really was ignorant of what race 
meant for a black boy in an Afrikaner school. 

Phumlani Pikoli 28, journalist, Willowridge High school onto University of Cape Town  

My parents were very involved in the struggle, so I knew what was happening in this country. 
But in terms of school, because I went into that space so early, it was all that I knew. I didn’t 
have an experience on a different kind of space, so I didn’t even know really what it would look 
like. I thought that, that was what it was supposed to be.  

This experience of entering a space oblivious and unaware is important. Firstly, it explains, in 
part, why I chose to focus on the 80s cohort and not the 70s cohort just before them. When the 
80s cohort went into historically white spaces they were the cleanest slates on which to paint a 
rainbow. They had only known but a taste of Apartheid, a nasty flavour that their memory 
struggles to hold; they also had a limited experience of education in traditionally black schools 
and so, the transition into white spaces was not crippingly  painful or impossibly difficult. Most 
described it as a good, positive experience. 

Secondly, that sense of obliviousness perhaps speaks to the newness of the 80s cohort 
experience; it was not a thing that anyone around them could have a reference point for and so 
there was no map that marked out possible pitfalls. No one who knew what the “Gevaar” signs 
looked like. 

The Bible teaches believers that they must go into the world having put on “the full armour of 
God” in order to be able to “stand against the wiles of the devil”. The 80s cohort was sent into 
white spaces without such armour because none existed and this influenced their responses to 
this space. The interviewees expressed a feeling of unpreparedness of not knowing any other 
way of being black in a white space except to prove themselves worthy of the privilege, and also 
an understanding that their parents and guardians could not have prepared them. 

In his collection of essays, “The Education of a British-Protected Child: Essays”, author Chinua 
Achebe writes- 

“To answer oppression with appropriate resistance requires knowledge of two kinds: in the first 
place, self-knowledge by the victim, which means awareness that oppression exists, an 
awareness that the victim has fallen from a great height of glory or promise into the present 
depths; secondly, the victim must know who the enemy is. He must know his oppressor's real 
name, not an alias, a pseudonym, or a nom de plume!” 

I think that this notion of being in unchartered waters without knowledge of how to navigate such 
waters was significant in the way that this cohort resisted whiteness – namely through excelling 
in various pursuits and trying to embody “black talent” as opposed to a direct challenge – we 
were told and believed that there was no longer an enemy to name, that we had come to a 
place in history where we were all on the same side. There was little room for the self-
knowledge Achebe deems necessary for an “appropriate” response.  

Language 



There did not seem then to be a need to resist, and so when those first letters requesting that 
English be spoken at home, so that we could learn it faster and speak it more fluently, first 
arrived, we acquiesced. Linguists have displayed in many different ways, the vital role language 
has played in generating and disseminating the affairs of power, social relations and gender 
ideologies. Language matters. It is significant that I am currently giving this lecture in English 
because it is not just for ease of communication, but also because I cannot give it in isiZulu. As 
a direct result of having attended historically white schools I can no longer articulate these ideas 
in my mother tongue. This is not the sole reason, of course. This is a violence that is enacted 
every time I open my mouth, particularly when I am in conversation with my sister, who was 
born in the 70s and attended historically white schools at a much older age than I did, and so 
has maintained a good command of our mother tongue. But also when I am in conversation with 
my little cousin who was born in the 90s and attended historically white schools as young as I 
did, but at a time when the way that she communicated was acknowledged as a legitimate 
expression of blackness . 

At some point the story of the 80s cohort takes us to the violence they now carry in their 
mouths, the respondents spoke about feeling as though accessing the formerly white schools 
encouraged them, in varying degrees, to give up their mother tongue. 

In her 2009 essay “Speaking in Tongues” author Zadie Smith begins by exploring how the place 
you are from sits in your mouth, your ways of speaking. And she then unpacks how,when your 
way of speaking changes, you have, in effect, changed where you are from – and this, she 
argues, is read as a betrayal...  

{ play audio of respondents talking about “losing their language”} 

Zukiswa remarked 

“When I fill out forms I have to tick English as my home language, even though Xhosa is my 
mother tongue. This is the language that my siblings and I speak to one another. It’s crazy.  I 
hate that, it gives me such a sense of loss… I used to be very resentful of my parents for 
sending me into these schools where I lost my Xhosa… now I as an adult I am a little more 
understanding because I have come to an understanding of different ways of being and 
accepted that there are different ways to be black”  

Dr Nosipho 

There is a sense of loss, because at some point I started dreaming and thinking in English. I 
stopped translating in my head, there is a loss there. But also this language has allowed me 
access to so many things. My career for one. And although I carry a kind of sadness, I do not 
want to act as though going to white schools is the worst thing to ever happen to me when it 
gave me so much access 

Neo said  

At my school they were very blatant about saying “you leave that language at the gate”, which I 
suppose you can understand for an English medium school. But then they took it further and 
sent letters home telling our parents to speak English to us at home, the only place where I was 



really hearing and speaking Zulu.  And then afterwards then they are jokes about how you can’t 
speak you mother tongue and I’m like “how”? I’m glad though that I can speak Zulu, even 
though I am more fluent in English… I am becoming more… assertive, about these things, the 
little micro-aggressions about my language, like the way people pronounce my name. I’m 
starting to ask that they pronounce it right.  

Pamela Mhlongo, Marketing and PR Executive, Witbank High school 

I was very angry with my parents for a very long time about the fact that they prioritised English 
over our mother tongue xiTsonga. It makes me incredibly sad that I am having to learn it now as 
an adult. It makes identity difficult for me, here I am with English and I am not white, definitely 
not white 

Phumlani  

“My Xhosa isn’t very good; sometimes I am embarrassed by that. And also frustrated because I 
feel like I didn’t do it to myself. And sometimes expressing myself is difficult because I will be 
speaking English and there is a Xhosa phrase that explains what I am trying to say perfectly, but 
I don’t remember it. “ 

Matt 

After we moved to the Vaal from KZN I used English quite a bit because I could not speak 
seSotho and this was a big problem in the black community. I was called all sorts of names… at 
some point one of the black kids called me “English”, it was crazy and hurtful… 

Qhakaza 

“My name is not easy; “Qhakazambalikayise” is a mouthful. For the longest time I just went by 
“Mbali” because it was easier, but I found that the white people around me still would not make 
an effort to say it right. So I have decided to go by “Qhakaza” and I insist that people try… More 
than anything the language thing was frustrating for me because I grew up in the melting pot 
that is Joburg. And so as a Zulu person I was very conscious that my language was already 
diluted a bit, almost like fanagalo Zulu, but at least I could have had that. The ‘kasi Zulu” at 
least. They took even that little bit away. 

Yoli 

I am Xhosa in identity and I cannot speak my mother tongue. I only speak Xhosa with people I 
trust, who understand my sensitivities and are helpful when I make mistakes… it’s made me an 
outsider in my hood and with extended family. I have a son and I am shit scared that if I do 
nothing about it he will end up without a mother tongue 

The sense of betrayal that Smith speaks about was palpable in my conversations with the 80s 
cohort. First, a self-betrayal – wishing that they had made a greater effort to hold on to their 
languages, that if they had known better, if they had realised that they were giving something up 
as opposed to just adding a different kind of knowledge to their mouths they might have been 
more vigilant. There is also a sense of having been betrayed by families/ communities/ parents 
who as Qhakaza said “were the ones clapping” as the cohort cut off their own tongues. There 



were those who proudly pulled them out as goodie bags at Christmas lunches and other such 
gatherings to “listen how well she speaks” or (one I heard quite often) “usikhipha ngamakhala 
isiNgisi”, but then later ostracised them for this very thing without holding themselves equally 
accountable for the result. 

Can one belong in to two places at once? And if you can no longer speak fluently to a place, the 
way Zukiswa cannot speak to Bizana and I cannot speak to Kwa-mashu can you still belong 
there? And if you can speak fluently to place, the way we can speak to historically white spaces, 
do you belong there? Even when it does not fully reflect or embrace you? These questions are 
what the 80s cohort seemed to be grappling with in our conversations about language. There is 
a very intimate violence in this dichotomy of existing in two worlds and yet not really belonging 
in either, and so always in tandem. Perhaps this is why the 80s cohort is drawn towards 
collaboration as opposed to challenging, always seeking a middle ground because it has 
become the place closest to home. 

The 80s cohorts’ state of “obliviousness” was gradually scraped away and at some point each 
individual story takes us down the path of growing awareness, a kind of consciousness of the 
nervous conditions they were living under. Never one seminal moment like waking up, but a 
series of memories and events as the white spaces chided them whenever they were not the 
“right” kind of black, or reminded them that even when you are the “right kind” you are always 
still black. 

Yoli Matu 31, IT Specialist, various schools onto University of Johannesburg 

At school, I always had the feeling that I was not enough, that I was always doing something 
wrong, but not quite sure what is was. But for me shit really popped in university, the niggling 
issues that I had started having in high school were amplified at UJ. I watched boys in res being 
abused under the guise of initiation and It was absolutely insane for me. Coming to the 
realisation that these were people I might have considered friends… 

Qhakaza Mthembu 29, Project Manager, Sacred heart College onto Rhodes University  

“I went to a school that sort of encouraged diversity, had a history of being one of the first 
schools to desegregate and allow black students, so for I felt safe like ‘I am accepted here’, but 
then I started reading a lot on the Black Consciousness Movement, a lot of Steve Biko and 
started realising that this wasn’t the case. I started seeing how we were expected to sort of fit in 
to existing traditions even when they didn’t really fit us as the black students. Even then, 
because I thought the space was safe, I thought I could have the conversation openly. I started 
putting up information and stuff about black consciousness on one of the school notice boards 
where we could post basically anything. And the reaction… it was unexpected. I was told to take 
it down, that I was being discriminatory; I was asked “if there is a black consciousness board, 
who will create a white consciousness board. I couldn’t believe that they were shooting down 
something I thought was being encouraged. My view sort of changed from then, I had this 
consciousness now that I couldn’t be ‘too black’.”  

Dr Nosipho Mngomezulu, 29, Lecturer, various schools onto Rhodes university 

Initially the only differences were in terms of access and infrastructure. The white schools I was 
in were obviously better resourced. And then it started with other small things… like at one of 
my friends’ houses, their parent was very concerned about whether or not I could swim. This 



was confusing for me because I attended the same swim class as they child. More and more 
things like that started happening to me, but I didn’t have the words to name it, this very subtle 
well-meaning racism 

Keitumetse 

I remember a watershed moment… A white boy I had a crush on was surprised and disgusted 
that I was from Alex. He literally said to me “ You cannot be from there, it is filled with rats and 
squatter camps and black people”. It was horrifying for me, to realise that I should be ashamed 
of where I came from, that I wasn’t considered black…. 

Nqobile Ndlovu 

“I started seeing things… the way that black kids were being treated, we had to be amazing 
whilst the white kids could be average. Also being called ‘nicknames’, I was an athlete – a 
runner- and I was fast and one of the coaches decided he would call me “Black Bullet”. I had a 
problem with that… but I never asked about it, I wish I had expressed my discomfort asked what 
he meant by that because it was, it IS offensive… I didn’t ask though because I think being 
valuable to the school, breaking records and such sort of protected me from some of the things 
the other black kids were experiencing, they all disliked me because of that… 

It was clear from the different narratives that the 80s cohort were at some point in their lives 
very aware of the deep racial disparities that continue to exist in our society. It is also clear that 
they were aware of the injustice of this, even at a time when they did not have the language to 
articulate this feeling…. And yet we continued to languish in white spaces… how? Why?   

Watching the recent remake of Roots, a particular scene resonated with some of the issues I 
have been grappling with in this research. 

Kunta Kente arrives in America and is sold to a white cotton farmer as a slave. When he arrives 
at the plantation he immediately starts challenging the space, starts disrupting the status quo 
whilst raging at the other slaves for not doing the same.  

In the last moments of the first episode Kunta is whipped, almost close to death, for refusing to 
surrender his name and heritage as a Mandinka warrior in favour of shrugging on the identity of 
"Toby," a slave at the Waller plantation. In the background you see The Fiddler, who is Kunta’s 
father figure and mentor, urging him to answer to his given slave name just once, begging him 
to stay alive. Kunta’s resolve erodes in favour of his instinct  for survival and finally when asked 
what his name is, he responds “Toby”. After the ordeal, as Kunta is healing from his 
wounds,The Fiddler, who had previously tried to convince Kunta to simply accept his new name, 
reassures Kunta that his former name and identity will live on inside him, even as the white 
slave-owners believe they have taken it away.  

This scene particularly resonated with me because it hit me as a representation of the different 
ways in which we confront/ deal with oppression. On the one hand, the narratives of the 80s 
cohort shows that they were the subject of the “whipping, in the sense that the historically white 
schools and language of conciliation was “whipping” a kind of assimilation to whiteness into 
them. Tearing at their blackness and leaving scars, having English as (one of) their primary 
modes of communication could be read as one of these scars. In this interpretation perhaps 
their parents/ black community could then be read as “The Fiddler”, wanting them to hold on to 



parts of themselves, whilst encouraging/ allowing assimilation because they understood it to be 
a key that would unlock access that would in turn open up the world to them.  

On the other hand, the 80s cohort themselves could be “The Fiddler” having accessed and lived 
in white spaces for some time, having learned to play the fiddle so well as to elicit comments of 
“You play so well” and the Born Frees could then be read as “Kunta” actively challenging and 
disrupting the space. In this interpretation the 80s cohort were the first in this space, thus 
knowing and acknowledging the inherent violence of white spaces, and are able to give Kunta 
(the 90s cohort) a manual on how to survive, whilst simultaneously using the currency/ trust they 
have in these spaces to assist and support Kunta in his revolt. The way you observe The Fiddler 
playing an enchanting tune at the plantation Christmas party to distract his master in order to 
give Kunta an opportunity to attempt escape is similar, for me, to the way that I observed many 
of the 80s cohort assisting and supporting the Fallist movement.  There were eloquent opinion 
pieces and widespread social media support. The pooling of resources to assist in providing the 
supplies protesters required to maintain their siege of universities – from water drop-offs, to 
airtime and data transfers and offers for professional assistance in any capacity. Similar to this, 
the 80s cohort I interviewed were in support of the conversation and issues raised by the Fallist 
movement, even when they did not agree with the methods. 

After having watched that episode of Roots I was drawn to the notion of collaborators vs. 
challengers,as a useful tool to explain the (non) actions of the 80s cohort even after they began 
to become aware of racial discrimination around them. 

In his works “A Bound Man,” and “White Guilt: How Blacks and Whites Together Destroyed the 
Promise of the Civil Rights Era” author, Shelby Steele, describes black Americans as using two 
types of masks as means of surviving the horror of institutionalised racism as it exists within 
American society. He explains that the types of racial masks that blacks choose are related to 
their life conditions and is survival mechanism that blacks have used since slavery.   

The first mask is one of “bargainers”. Steele describes them as 
 
 “the go along to get along” blacks that never express how they really feel in public.  They work 
hard to ensure that white America is comfortable around them.” He identifies Barack Obama 
and Oprah Winfrey. 
 

The second mask is one of “challengers”, whom Steele describes  

“as those that are seen as “questioning and confronting immoral authority, forcing change, and 
empowering others to do the same…They work hard to ensure that blacks are comfortable in 
expressing their opposition to institutionalised racism, regardless of whether they step on the 
white man’s toes or not.” Steele names Al Sharpton and Bill Cosby as examples. 

This idea is not a new one; it is one that has been used extensively to describe or rather classify 
African responses to colonialisation, with challengers/resisters associated with heroism, whilst 
bargainers/ collaborators carry the negative connotation of cowardice, submission and betrayal. 
In the South African context we cannot forget the necklacing of Apartheid collaborators and 
izimpimpi, which is why the concept is easily recognisable when discussing resistance to 
oppression. 



However, it is also an overly simplistic concept when discussing responses to oppression 
because people often do not fit into neat binaries and to try and squeeze them into such is a 
gross act of dehumanisation. Jacob Dlamini’s book “Askari”, which tells the story of freedom 
fighter turned collaborator, Glory Sedibe, recognises collaboration as a much more complex 
phenomenon. It is an important contribution to a more nuanced conversation about 
“collaborators”. It allows us to re-imagine them in a way that allows the breadth and depth of 
humanity to surface. In particular, it highlights that whilst the everyday use of the term 
“collaborate” denotes an equal relationship where the participants are partners with a common 
cause; this is often not the case when the collaboration is between the oppressor and the 
oppressed.  

When I refer to the 80s cohort as collaborators I am tapping into this complexity, meaning to 
convey the fact that I believe this cohort collaborated under the belief or at least hope that they 
were participating in a colloquial or the “traditional” form of collaboration. That belief was 
buoyant because of the prevailing rainbow nation myth and the language of unity and racial 
harmony that has only been critiqued on a wide scale in the last few years.  

In his review of the book (Askari) columnist Fred Khumalo writes 

“At the percussively throbbing heart of the book is a charge that most of us, in varying degrees 
were collaborators with the Apartheid behemoth… the ogre of Apartheid had its tentacles in all 
walks of life”  

Similarly, we were all touched by the Rainbow Nation project, the 80s cohort as its first poster 
children, perhaps more than others. The 80s babies who had the opportunity to go to historically 
white schools were faced with the (non) choice of collaborating with this project or risk rendering 
themselves a generation without purpose. History tells the story of the choice that we made. We 
participated so actively in white spaces that we gained an intimate knowledge of how they 
worked, and how to temporarily, because it can only ever be temporary, subvert the anti-black 
nature of those spaces so as not to suffocate.  

When examined through the prism of the narratives we have heard tonight, I cannot accept 
these choices as simply cowardice or betrayal and especially not submission. The 80s cohort 
were not meek in their engagement with whiteness. They were brilliant and resilient and present 
in a way that demanded that they be seen. As one of the interviewees (Yoli) said 

“Our presence in those spaces was a disruption“ 

And this is because our presence defied the notion of blackness - of black as only suited for 
labour, of black as inferior, of black as submissive – that had prevailed in these spaces before 
we arrived there. 

Equally, importantly, it was not only a disruption of white spaces, but also the black spaces we 
inhabited. We were so busy proving our humanity to those with whom we were trying to 
reconcile, that some of us became alienated from black communities.  

The white status quo remained the same but we were different. Contact forced us to re-imagine 
new and different ways of being who we were. We “embraced the task we were peculiarly 
designed by history and by providence to perform”. 



Today South Africa is faced with a generation that has nothing to prove. We were the beginning 
of an important conversation about the structure of the reconciliation project; but the young ones 
are now asking what we never had the space to articulate: When your mother can no longer 
speak to her grandchildren because you sent them to a “good school”, for whom does the 
rainbow shine? 

 


